Inth!s paper, we propose to explain the various experient81 observations on small-scale filaments by extending the model of moving focal spots. We suggest that., since a moving focal spot induces So temporary track of' higher refractive index, the self-focused light can be partially-trapped in the track. Under appropriate conditions, trapping . . .
. .
'·can last over an a.ppreciable distance in the mediUm. We can then picture , .. , .... atrapped·f1lament as a°;teaky waveguide, along which energy is continuous:.. lT fed. in through self-focusing and leaked out through diffraction.·· We show, from the model, that ve can now explain satisfactorily the observed characteristic spectral broadening of light emitted from the filament. 9
In the follOwing sections, the theoretical model is first developed on a semi-qu~titative basis, and then results under various experimental conditions are discussed~
II. THEORY
Let us first present a qualitative picture of our theory. If an intense focal spot moves in a noniihear medium, it should leave behind it a track of field~induced refractive· index, 60, which last~ at least UCRL-=-9636 over a period of the order of the relaxation time T for the refractive iridex, change. We can therefore picture that there is a leaky optical waveguide of finite length moving along with the focal spot. Part of the self-focus'ed light then gets trapped temporarily in this 'Waveguide.'
If the focal spot is moving in the forward direction with a velocity . close to the velocity of light, then the trapped light can rerr.ain trapped over a long distance until it runs out of steps with the moving wavegUide.
As a resUlt of the induced 6.n, the self-focused light traversing the ,10 . llcfl~t . woUld then lead 'to a broadened spectrum.
This would happen if, towards the end of the nonlinear mediwn, the focal spot moved with a velo.city close to the light velocity.
Deta.ils of the' self-focusing dynamics" can only be obtained by . .
solving simultaneously the wave equation for the fields and the equation
Of motion for ~n. However, so far as. the position of the focal spot is concerned (,we assume P > 'p ,so that only one focal spot trajectory .-cr , , ' 6 ) .
11
would appear ,the large-scale self.-focusing theory has been proved 12 ' .
to be successful, and for an input pulse much longer than the relaxation time T, the stationary theory of self-focusing is valid. 13 ' Even ·if the input pulse is short compared with T, the modi fi catiori will only affect our discussion quantitatively but not qualitatively. In the stationary theory, self-focusing of an input pulse yields a focal spot Fig. 1 for a l-nsec input pulse (see the figure caption). 'Ihe corresponding focal-spot velocity v is sho'W'Il in Fig. 2 as functions of zf and t respec:'"
tively. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is seen that if the variation of p(t) with t is sufficientiy fast,then the focal spot will indeed move with )~ velocity-close to the light velocity c'. This situation is most easily realized from short input pu.1ses.
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As to the variations of IE (r ,t ) I and lln (r, t) in the focal region, one must solve for the detailed self-focusing dynamics. In particular, even though· the stationary theory of large-scale self-focusing predicts theppsition of the focal spot fairly ~ell for, a long input pulse, it would not describe cqrrectly IE(;,t)1 2 in the small-scale focal region since here, An is not likely to respond instantaneously to the variation -+ .
.
of IE(r,t) I as a result of the focal-spot motion. 
., where t z is the time when the focal spot ap'pear~ at z, P is the input laser power at (t -z/c'), d is the diameter of the focal spot, and v z is the velocity of the focal spot at z. As one would expect, the parametersa, b, and d should generally depend on pet), the diameter, and the spatial distribution of the input beam, and on the properties of the medium.
We should emphasize that Eq. (2 lis only meant to be a crude approxi-.
mation of the true pulse. However, our qualitative discussion below will not be affected by the detailed pulse shape as we shall see. There i L '".
• (1/2) n2IE(z,t)lmax' The value of (T l + T 2 ) cannot be much larger either
) >T, we would expect the stationary self-focusing .
theory to be valid even in the focal region, but we know that when the stationary self-focusing theory holds the focal spots would be sharp plotted Pf(t), and ~<I>(t) as functions oft, and 'in Fig. 3c , the correspondingpower spectrUm. It is seen that the output filament pulse is about 4 psec. long, and its ~ower spectrum has the characteristic spectral b~o~dening and semi";'periodic structure obs'erved in experi~ents. 7 ,9
Thea.symmetry'oi:th~'<I>(t) curve is redectedby the Stokes-anti-Stokes asymmetry in the s~ectrwh. 9,10' SUCh,' a spectral broadening was earlier explained by assuming the existence of a self;..trapped filame'nt with a certain definite length. 9 ,10. It is interesting to note that in order to explain the observed, spectral broadening in CS 2 using the self-trapping ,model, Gustafson et al. lO had. to assum-; a filament pulse with a pulsewidth of a few psec. ,'which is about equal, to the filament
'pulsewidth we obtained, from our calculation. TO,see ,the effect of partial trapping .on spectral broadening, we show in, Figs. 4 and 5,the broadened spectra corresponding to ,:r' = 3T and T' = 5T respectively, with all the other parameters kept unchanged. We also show in Fig ~ 6 .
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the spectrum fcr the special case where we assume nc trapping at all.
{'The correspcnding filament pulse has the expcnential decay-replaced by
AfT -(t -t -T']). It is-seen that trapping affects .only the deta, iled 1 , Z 2 structl.lrecf the brcadened spectrum~ but it dces nct change appreciably-
the extent .of spectral brcadening .on the Stckes side. In particular, with ne trapping (Fig. 6 ), the semi-pericdic structure in the brcadened • • ' .
• -11- UCRL-19636 (1) If the length of the medium R. (relative to the input laser pulse)
is small such that zB < R. < zD in Fig. 1 , then the filament is composed of a moving focal spot which moves from the end of the· medium inward to zB and then moves out again, assuming that self-focusing. is not affected by stimulated (2) If R. > zD,but not excessively. large , the focal spot ·first appears, at zD an;l subsequently splits into two, one moving forward and the other first moving backward to zB and then moving out again (see Fig. 1 ). In this case, since the forward-moving focal spot has a velocity much·faster than c l , light .
. cannot be trapped over any appreciable distance. The spectrum of the filament pulse emitted at the exit end, would have no appreciable broadening. The spectral width does, however, increase somewhat with the length of the medium.
Again, these predictions were confirmed by the experimental results obtained from a single-:mode, Q-swi tched. laser ,5 .
If R. » Z , so that the velocity of the moving focal spot approaches c . Its spectrum'should nOli ha.ve'appreciable broadeningwhich'incr~ases as the length:, 1 .increas~~ • 7 In usual experiments, with a reasonable length 1, this situa.tion is most easily realized by a short input laser pulse.
We notice that'filaments with ~arge spectral broaderiing were observed -14~
again, although the detailed self-focus.ing dyrianiics is unknown, we can see from our model that the output filament pulse should have a duration much shorter than a picosecond. Then, the duration of the filament pulse alone can probably eXplain the obseryed spectral broadening.
U
It is seen that our theoretical analysis can indeed explain qua.litatively the many-different features of small-scale filaments observed under various eXperimental conditions. For more quantitative . Ilis cuss ion , We must . extend the calculation of dynamicself-focusing 13 to and beyond the slllal1.-:sca,le focal region. .The results should also yield
·the diameter of the focal spot .and hence the dimension of the smallBcale filament.'
• . sec., and T' = 3 x 10 sec. for a cell length of 1, = 22.5 em.
The velocity of the focal spot at z = 1, is 1.124 c'. . the tilament pulseobtainedrlth -all parameters in Fig.' 3 kept unchanged except that the decay of Pf(t) is linear and symmetric to the linear rise of Pt.
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